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LISTENING/WRITING

ANSWER KEY
Name: ___________________

Nº________

Objectives: Listening: Listen and answer the questions
Listen and answer true or false and correct
Listen and fill in the blanks.
Writing: Correct mistakes with proofreading symbols
Identify meaning of phrasal verbs and idioms
Write sentences with phrasal verbs and idioms.

LISTENING: ____________/10
I- Listen and answer True or false. Correct the false statements: (3pts)





The first boy has always lived in Jamaica : Fasle/in England
He has the English and Jamaican nationalities : true
The girl is learning Italian to get good grades at university : false/to go on holiday there this
summer.
She believes that her family is from Milan : true

II- Listen and answer in Complete Sentences:
1. When does the Cricket World Cup take place ? (1pt)
The Cricket World Cup takes place every four years.
2. Who won in the third World Cup ? (1pt)
India won against the West Indies.
3. What does the speaker remember ? Why couldn’t he go to the matches ? (1.5pts)
He remembers the 1999 finals. They were played in England and some of the matches were
played in Ireland. I didn’t go to see them because I was only ten years old and tickets were very
expensive.
4. What happened in the year 2007 ? Explain. (1.5pts)
In 2007 Ireland were allowed to play in the World Cup for the first time. It was played in the West
Indies, so I couldn’t go, but it was all on television.
III- Listen and fill in the blanks: (2pts)


Mum doesn’t like _creamy____ cakes, anyway. We can make something simpler and something that she’ll
___actually want to eat.



No, but I know a book with good ___recipes___________.



__Flour___________, eggs, sugar, butter and some chocolate for the top.

WRITING: _____________/10
I- There are 10 mistakes in the following paragraph. Find and correct them using the appropriate
proofreading symbol, then mistakes correctly: (5pts)
Home to 8.2 millions people, 36 percent of whom are born outside the United States, New York,
known as the Big Apple, is the biggest city America. Nearly twenty times biger then the capital
Washington DC, you might expect New York to be twenty times more dangerous. Actually it’s safer.
Recent figures shows that New York now has fewer crimes per 100,000 people than 193 other US cities.
It’s also healthier than it used to be. Example, smoking rate has went down from 21.5 % a few years ago,
to 16.9 % today.
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

II- Give the meaning of the following phrasal verbs and idioms: (2pts)
a. Break into : enter by force/star something suddenly
b. Do something for a living: earn money for living
c. Do somebody a favour : help somebody
d. Break up : stop for holidays/end a relationship
III- Write sentences using the following instructions: (3pts) Answers may vary
1. A sentence with « Break down »
________________________________________________________________________
2. A sentence with « Be on good terms with somebody »
__________________________________________________________________________
3. ONE sentence using « break out » and « be in a good mood »
__________________________________________________________________________

GOOD WORK !!!

